Characterization and imaging of compositional variation in tissues.
The diffuse surface reflectance profiles of the goat's isolated heart, spleen, and adipose tissues by multiprobe laser reflectometer are measured. The normalized backscattered intensity values for adipose, heart, and spleen tissues at source-detector separation 0.2 cm, are 0.060, 0.021, and 0.003, respectively. The optical parameters of these tissues are determined by the best fit (chi2(0.99)) of their spatial profiles with that as obtained by Monte Carlo simulation by iterative procedure. As the optical parameters of these vary over a wide range, adipose and spleen tissues are treated as inhomogeneity of diameter 0.1, 0.2, or 0.3 cm, and placed inside the control (heart) tissue at different depths. Anisotropic simulation of light backscattering or photon depth distribution is significantly different for various tissues. The surface intensity profiles vary depending on the changes in tissue composition. From the horizontal scans of the subtracted images, the photon backscattering simulated images of control and combination of tissues are obtained. By analysis of peak intensity and full-width at half maximum, the type, location, and size of the tissue compositional variation are determined.